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Introduction

Lameness is a common complaint in small animal veterinary
medicine. The orthopaedic examination is performed by
visual and manual evaluation of the patient. In most cases,

the affected limb is identified, but the exact originwithin this
limb can remain unclear and challenging.

In equine veterinary practice, a specific physical examwas
developed for orthopaedic health and locomotion evalua-
tion. This test is called ‘flexion test’ (FT) and is routinely
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Abstract Objectives The aim of this study was to describe the method and feasibility of the
flexion test (FT) as a diagnostic tool to localize lameness on dogs.
Study Design Canine FT was designed and based on the FT routinely used on horses.
In dogs, the test consisted in a flexion of a joint to its full range of motion for 1minute.
Eventual increased lameness was then evaluated. The gait was evaluated using a visual
analogue scale. An increase in the lameness score compared with the baseline score
was considered as a positive result.
The method was described for every major joint of the appendicular skeleton and was
evaluated in soundand lamedogs. Toevaluate the feasibility, the FTwasapplied for3minutes
in eight healthy dogs on all joints. On 27 clinically lamedogs, flexionwas applied for 1minute
on the joints with a suspected pathology and on their contralateral side used as a control.
Results The FT was feasible and well tolerated by the sound dogs on all joints and no
positive resultswere recorded.Onclinically lamedogs, lameness increased in81.5%ofdogs.
These cases were afterwards diagnosed with an orthopaedic-related disorder and then
defined as true positives. False negative results occurred in 18.5% of the lameness cases.
Conclusion The FT is safe and easy to perform. It did not produce any false positive
results. False negatives might occur in a minor number of cases, implying that a
negative result does not exclude a joint pathology.
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performed during gait assessment, lameness evaluation and
pre-purchase examinations.1–3

The FT in the horse is defined by a pain response
triggered after the flexion of a joint to its physiological
maximum range of motion for a defined period.3,4 This
position creates a compression of the joint structures and
a stretching of its surrounding soft tissues, such as
ligaments and tendons, which can trigger a pain reac-
tion.5,6 Directly after applying this technique, the horse
is walked on a hard surface on a straight line to evaluate
his gait, immediately graded according to its duration
expressed in meters.7,8

Previous research in horses’ orthopaedics agrees on this
tool’s sensitivity to assess pain in a joint area, but not on its
specificity to diagnose a joint pathology.5,9 The controlled
parameter to apply a FT on all joints in this species is test
duration when a combination with force application is only
described for the lower limb.8

In human medicine, different types of FT have been
described and some were developed for specific purposes.
For example, to assess neck pain, a craniocervical FT is
performed to evaluate the neuromotor control of the neck-
deep flexors muscles,10 when the use of a passive neck FT
aims to be more precise for meningitis and spinal disor-
ders.11 Other tests were developed to diagnose a specific
pathology, such as the shoulder internal rotation test and the
elbow FT for cubital tunnel syndrome12–14; Phalen’s wrist FT
for carpal tunnel syndrome15; Mill’s test (extension of the
wrist) for lateral epicondylitis14; and finally, to diagnose the
De Quervain’s disease: Finkelstein’s, Eichhoff’s and wrist
hyperflexion and abduction of the thumb tests can be
performed.14,16

The purpose of those tests in human medicine has a
different goal comparedwith the use in veterinarymedicine,
where it is only described for pain evaluation in a region and
is non-specific for a pathology.

The theoretics behind the FT are based on the pain
response to a flexed position and continuous tension and
compression of a joint including the surrounding soft
tissues.8 Different types of mechanoreceptors are described
in the joint, muscle and skin.17,18 Ruffini receptors and free
nerve endings appear as the major receptors in the shoulder
and knee joint structures, including capsule,muscle tendons,
intra-articular and collateral ligaments.19,20 Other mecha-
noreceptors are described at the musculotendinous junction
such as the Golgi-organ tendon and muscle spindles.17

Furthermore, specialized Schwann cells present nociceptive
perception ability in the skin.21 During the FT, the blood
pressure in the subchondral bone vessels may increase.6,8

Then, the mechanoreceptors of the joint area can detect a
modification in their own stretching or in their adjacent
tissues. The consecutive mechanical deformation on the cell
membrane allows entrance of Naþ ions into the cell creating
a depolarization and generation of a nerve receptor poten-
tial.17 This can create a pain response observed as a tempo-
rary lameness.4

To the author’s knowledge, the FT applied to dogs is not
described in the literature yet.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the FT applied on
canine lameness cases as an additional technique to find the
painful area source of orthopaedic problems. Our hypothesis
is that dogs would easily allow a FT and that lameness might
increase when the FT is applied to an affected joint.

Technique, Materials, and Methods

Technique
Based on a complete standard orthopaedic evaluation con-
sisting of history, inspection at walk and trot, joint palpation
and subjective muscle mass evaluation to look for atrophy,22

the most suspected joint, or joints, are determined. Every
suspected joint is separately subjected to the FT. To evaluate
the test a hard, even, homogeneous, and non-slippery surface
of 10 to 15 m should be available. After the orthopaedic
examination and immediately before the FT, the dog is
walked in trot on a straight line back and forth. The lameness
score of this walk is used as the reference to interpret the FT.

Two people are required to perform the test: a veterinari-
an toflex the joint, while the other person holds thehead. For
uncooperative animals, a third person might be necessary to
hold the patient’s body and prevent the dog from moving
away. The veterinarian performing the FT should hold the
joint into the flexed position for one minute. The flexed
position is a complete flexion of the joint to its maximum
range of motion. With one hand a constant pressure is
maintained on the limb to hold and lock the position.
The second hand is applied as counterpressure. Attention
should be paid for correct manipulation and positioning
(see ►Fig. 1). For the front leg toes, one hand pushes the
dorsal surface of the toes towards the palmar surface of the
carpus. Counterpressure with the other hand is given on
the carpus and metacarpi (►Fig. 1A, B). For hind leg toes, in
the case of a full toes flexion test, one hand pushes the dorsal
surface of the toes towards the palmar surface of the meta-
tarsi. The other hand maintains the metacarpi and tarsal
bones (►Fig. 1C, D). Alternative option using the same
positioning to perform a single toe flexion test (►Fig. 1E).
For the carpus, one hand pushes on the dorsal surface of the
toes and metacarpi towards the palmar surface of the front
arm. Counterpressure is given with the other hand on the
dorsal surface of the front arm (►Fig. 1F, G). For the elbow, a
vertical force is applied to flex the elbow by holding the carpi
and metacarpi in one hand like a door handle. Counterpres-
sure is applied by the second hand on the dorsal border of the
scapula (►Fig. 1H, I). For the shoulder, a vertical force is
applied to flex the shoulder by holding in one hand the distal
and cranial aspect of the humerus just above the elbow joint.
Counterpressure is applied by the second hand on the dorsal
border of the scapula (►Fig. 1J, K). For the tarsus, option
more stressful on the tarsal joint with the stifle in moderate
flexion: the plantar surface of the foot is pushed towards
the cranial aspect of the tibia. Counterpressure is given on
the femur by pushing in the direction of the tibial bone
(►Fig. 1L, M). Option less stressful for the stifle area when
sensitive: same technique is performed except for the coun-
terpressure applied directly on the caudal aspect of the tibia
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and talus (►Fig. 1N, O). For the stifle, a vertical force is
applied towards the tuber ischium toflex the kneeby holding
the tarsus and metatarsi in one hand like a door handle.
Counterpressure is given on the other side of the pelvis
pushing latero-medially on the gluteus muscle and ilium
wing (►Fig. 1P, Q). The flexion test of the hip is performed by
applying a vertical force on the caudal surface of the femur.
The stifle level should pass above the dorsal line. Counter-
pressure is given on the other side of the pelvis pushing
latero-medially and dorso-ventrally on the gluteus muscle
and ilium wing (►Fig. 1R, S). Specific recommendations
apply to the tarsus and toe FTs. The FT of the tarsus should
always start first with a stifle FT to exclude a positive test.
Then the tarsus can be tested. A concomitant flexion of the
stifle joint due to the extensor digitorum longus of minor
importancewill occur. Indeed, pain of the stifle joint areawas
previously excluded. Same advice applies to the toes:

considering the high level of difficulty to keep the dog
calm with a completely extended limb during the FT of the
toes, this test should be only performed once all the other
tests from this limb are confirmed as negative. Then the FT
can be safely performed on the toe area, even if the patient is
keeping his limb retracted.

The force applied is adapted to the size of the animal.
Ideally, a third assistant should manage the chronometer for
timing and camera for filming the gait immediately after
releasing the test.

During the test, signs of discomfort and pain should be
noted.

After 1minute of constant flexion, the limb is released,
and the dog is immediately walked in trot on a straight line
back and forth. The pace should be similar as the reference
walk performed before the test and the speed is evaluated
subjectively by the evaluator.

Fig. 1 Technique to apply the flexion test on dogs. Blue arrow: direction of the force applied to flex the joint. Orange arrow: direction of the
counterpressure force applied to stabilize the position.
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To interpret the FT, lameness score was evaluated using
the four points visual analogue scale (VAS) described by
Brunnberg.23 The four scores possibly given are not lame (0),
mild lameness,1 moderate lameness,2 and severe lameness.3

The first steps should be especially considered to evaluate the
starting stiffness.Thisscore shouldbecomparedwiththe initial
lameness score. An increased lameness score of at least one
point indicates a positive FT.

Materials and Methods
To perform this study two groups were created. All dogs were
evaluated by an ECVSMR diplomate. None of the dogs under-
went an invasiveprocedure according to ethical animal care and
use applicable regulation. An informed consent document rela-
tive to this studyprocedurewasprovided to theowners. All dogs
were included in the present study with their owner’s consent.

The control group consisted of clinically eight sound adult
client-owned dogs. These dogs of random breed and age had
no lameness complaints and had a normal orthopaedic
examination. Those dogs underwent medical imaging test-
ing (radiographs of major joints) to exclude any orthopaedic
abnormalities and define them as sound dogs. All dogs of this
group underwent a FT of every major joint of the appendic-
ular skeleton (carpi, elbows, shoulders, tarsi, stifles, hips, and
toes) with an interval of at least 1minute between each test.
To evaluate the feasibility and tolerance of themethod, the FT
was prolonged to 3minutes. This prolonged test also aims to
test the hypothesis that the FT does not create false positive
results even on a longer application.

The clinical group consisted of 27 client-owned dogs pre-
sented with complaints of unilateral lameness but not neces-
sarilyat themomentof the clinical examination. In all cases, the
affectedjointwas identifiedonclinical examination.Thesedogs
were fromrandombreedand age. In this group, a FTof 1minute
wasperformed immediatelyafter theorthopaedicexamination.
As a control, a FT was first applied on the contralateral sound
jointbefore testing thesuspectedjoint.Onall dogs, thereturn to
the baseline lameness was timed after the end of the test. The
results of the FT of the clinical group were compared with the
final diagnostic based on the history, physical examination and
complementary investigations. These include all medical
imaging results (radiographic images, computed tomography
scanners andarthroscopic pictureswhen available). In all cases,
the contralateral joint was investigated using the identical
medical imaging diagnostic technique.

Definitions used for the results classification are ‘true
positive’ if the lameness increased after the FT and joint
pathologywaspresent;whenno orthopaedic diagnostic could
be found, the test was considered ‘false positive’ for that joint.
‘False negative’ results imply that there was no increase of
lameness after the test, but therewas an orthopaedic diagnos-
tic supported by medical imaging results. Descriptive percen-
tages will be used to characterize the findings of this protocol.

Statistical Analysis
AWilcoxon signed rank testwasused to compare the lameness
scores before and after performing the FT. A p-value less than
0.05 was considered significant.

Results

The control group consisted of eight dogs of various breeds,
from medium size as an English cocker spaniel (12 kg) to
large breed as a cane corso italiano (43 kg) (median weight:
24.6 kg). The age varied between 6 months and 8 years
(median: 5 years). Four (50%) of them were female and
four male (50%). All dogs presented a normal clinical and
orthopaedic examination and were defined as healthy dogs
after performing medical imaging testing to screen them for
orthopaedic pathologies. The FT was performed on 128
joints. None of the dogs showed any lameness or gait
abnormalities after performing the FT. The FT in the sound
dogs was thus considered negative in 100% of the cases.

In the clinical group, a total of 27 dogs of various
size, from Jack Russel Terrier (7 kg) to Rottweiler (52 kg)
(median: 30.9 kg), were included in this study. Age varied
from 7 months to 10 years (median: 4 years), and 14 (51%)
were females and 13 (49%) were males. Seventeen dogs
(63%) were lame on a forelimb (11 left and 6 right) and 10
(37%) were lame on a hindlimb (6 on the left and 4 on the
right). The control FT of the sound contralateral side was
negative on all 27 dogs (specificity 100%). This means the
clinical examinations did not show any abnormalities on
those joints and there were no indications for a pathology
on available imaging techniques either. The 27 dogs were
then tested with the FT on their contralateral side suspected
of a pathology based on the clinical evaluation. FT of the
suspected joints showed an increased lameness in 22 dogs
(81.48%). In those cases, the lameness was specifically
observed during the first 5 to 20 steps after releasing the
test (median: 10 steps). The increase in lameness was fading
away after a minimum of 1minute, to a maximum of
5minutes after ending the FT (median: 2minutes). The
VAS lameness score after the FT was compared with the
initial VAS lameness score. The Wilcoxon signed rank test
performed showed a significant increase in the lameness
scores recorded before compared with after performing the
FT on this group (p<0.001) as shown in ►Fig. 2. ►Fig. 3

shows that five dogs were not lame, but revealed an
abnormal palpatory examination suggestive of an ortho-
paedic pathology before the evaluation with the FT. Two of
them revealed a mild lameness after the FT, while three of
them remained lame-free. Fourteen dogs were presented
with a mild lameness before the FT: in 11 dogs the lameness
score increased with one point after the test—from mild to
moderate and in 2 dogs with two points—from mild to
severe. In one dog, lameness had not deteriorated. All the
seven dogs with moderate lameness showed an increased
lameness after performing the FT—frommoderate to severe.
One dog with severe (non-weight bearing) lameness
remained the same after the test. None of the tested dogs
became non-weight bearing after the FT.

Based on the orthopaedic examination and medical
imaging records, these 27 joints were evaluated and diag-
nosed with orthopaedic pathology.

Among these, 13 presented with elbow dysplasia, 6 had a
cruciate ligament rupture, 3 had tarsal osteochondrosis
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dissecans (OCD) and 2 suffered from shoulder OCD. Three
dogs presented random musculoskeletal conditions such as
osteoarthritis, cushionwound and surgical implant reaction.

Based on the observations mentioned above, 22 true
positive results (81.48%) were recorded after the use of a
FT on this sample population. Those 22 cases were after-
wards confirmed to have an orthopaedic-related diagnostic
onmedical imaging results or clinical examination. Five false
negative results occurred (18.52%): those patients were
negative because their lameness did not increase after
applying the test. However, these patients had an abnormal
orthopaedic examination suggestive of a pathology. This was
later confirmed by medical imaging evidence of orthopaedic
lesions. Four of them were later diagnosed with an elbow
pathology (all presented a fissure of the medial coronoid
process). One was a partial cruciate ligament rupture.
Prevalence of true positives and false negative is detailed
in ►Table 1.

Discussion

Orthopaedic diagnostic on the canine species remains a
challenging task, even in times where medical imaging
diagnostic increases in performance and reliability. Over
the last years, several orthopaedic publications focus on

clinical joint evaluation, indicating that there is still a need
for improvement.24–26 Therefore, increasing the diversity of
tools at our disposal for joint examination is opportune. This
article aims to expand the orthopaedic clinical examination
in small animal veterinary medicine. Since the described FT
does not require extra equipment and only takes a
few minutes, it can be easily incorporated in the standard
canine orthopaedic examination.

The FT was adapted from the one described in equine
medicine.3,8 The FT method is quite alike in horses and dogs,
but thefirst steps are interpretated differently. On horses, the
first three steps are not included because of the mechanor-
eceptors response to the non-physiological tension,8while in
the dog the first five steps were considered as important as
the others as described in the results above. When the
articular flexion of canine joints is performed within physi-
ological borders, the increase in lameness induced by the
FT is not permanent. Equine studies demonstrated that a
weekly FT applied on a horse did not induce permanent
lameness.4,8 This correlates with the observation of this
study: the increase in lameness was fading away after a
maximum of 5minutes following the FT.

In the clinical group, the use of the FT could temporarily
enhance lameness in 81.5% of the cases with confirmed
pathologic joints onmedical imaging records. The significant
difference found between the lameness scores recorded
before and after the test confirms the ability of the FT to
enhance lameness when applied to a joint with pathologic
features. No false positive results were recorded among the
control group that underwent even a 3-minute FT nor on
the contralateral healthy joints in the clinical group that
were flexed for 1minute. This strengthens the believe that a
normal joint flexed for 1minute will not result in a false
positive test. Furthermore, duration has been studied in the
equine species concluding a shorter time of flexion resulted
into a lower probability of a positive FT.8,27 However, one
equine proceeding reports no correlation between radio-
graphic abnormalities and positive FTon sound horses.9 This
highlights the importance of the use of the FT in addition to
the complete orthopaedic examination (gait assessment,
muscle symmetry, joint effusion, pain and range of
motion22).

The use of the FT also revealed false negative results in
18.5% of the patients. This means that lameness had not
increased after applying the test on a suspicious joint, while

Fig. 3 Outcome of the flexion test (FT) performed on dogs with a
suspected orthopaedic disease.

Table 1 Flexion test outcome compared with the definitive
orthopaedic diagnosis in the lame group

True positive False negative

Shoulder 2 0

Stifle 6 1

Elbow 9 4

Tarsus 3 0

Carpus 1 0

Toe 1 0

Fig. 2 Comparison of the lameness score before and after performing
the flexion test using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The histogram
represents the mean of lameness scores and the T bar indicates the
standard deviation. The statistical difference is mentioned on the
horizontal bar. ��� indicates a highly significant difference (p< 0.001).
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the presence of a joint pathology was afterwards confirmed
bymedical imaging diagnostic. One explanation could be the
lack of force applied to the joint. Further research is neces-
sary to define if the false negative results could drop by
applying a standardized force during the FT or with a longer
duration. However, feasibility of such measurements is
difficult. Another explanation can be the type of structures
involved and severity of the pathology. Mechanoreceptors
are present in joint structures and surrounding soft tissue.18

In our results, we observed positive FTs on cases diagnosed
with soft tissue-related conditions such as a flexor enthes-
opathy and a toe cushion wound. The response to the FT for
soft tissue-related pathologies was similar as the response
observed for joint pathologies.

The results in the clinical group suggest that the reaction
to the FT is influenced by the severity of the lameness.
Furthermore, the FT response observed was similar in all
tested joints areas.

Observations can be described on the population of this
study. First, the non-lame dogs at presentation are likely to
give false negative results in cases (the FT was only positive
on 2 cases out of 5). A possible explanation to this observa-
tion is the inflammation of the joint is so minimal that the
application of the FT does not induce enough stress on
the affected joint. Second,most dogswith amild ormoderate
lameness reacted to the FT with an increase of one or two
lameness grades (Only two dogs from the mild lameness
group were negative after the test, while all dogs from the
moderate group showed a positive FT). This supports the
hypothesis for the FT to temporary worsen a lameness on
joints that are painful or inflamed. Furthermore, the FT
accentuates a lameness so that no doubt remains and the
lameness appears more clearly. A third observation: on dogs
with severe lameness upon presentation (grade 4/4), the FT
could not report anyworsening of the lameness based on the
four points VAS even if lameness had increased. This appears
like a misleading conclusion that the FT is negative on those
patients, when using a scoring system that is not sensitive
enough to report subtle changes in severe lameness. This
specific point highlights the potential weakness of the four
points scale. Although it has been intensively used to score
the FT in several equine lower limb studies, it might not be
the ideal way to score canine lameness.7,8 Suggestion for
further research would be a combination with pressure
plate evaluation to precise the way of scoring.28,29 In equine
medicine, objective means of gait evaluation with the use of
inertial sensors has been explored to this purpose,30,31 but
are prone to further research on dogs.

There are some limitations to this study. The first one is
the limited number of animals included in this pilot study.
The effect of the FT should be repeated in a larger cohort of
dogs to provide an accurate evaluation of the reliability of
this test. The second limitation is the application of the test
on selected unilateral lameness cases which does not repre-
sent a randompopulation. The third limitation is the lack of a
standardized force evaluation as suggested on equine lower
limb studies. However, force measurement would be practi-
cally difficult to perform on dogs. Equine studies showed that

the force applied during the flexion may influence the
outcome of the test.7,8,23 A force of 100 N is mentioned in
the equine species8 however, it is not measured routinely in
practice. Further research is needed to determine exact force
determination and support the repeatability of this test but
this might not be possible on dogs. Inter- and intra-observer
reliability of the VAS is described to score canine lameness.32

This leads to the last limitations of this study: the subjectivity
of the VAS and the non-blinded status of the evaluator in this
clinical environment. Finally, a lead of improvement is to
correlate the FT result with the intra-articular inflammation
using a synovial analysis.

Conclusion

This exploratory study confirms that the application of the FT
to allocate pain in a joint area on dogs is a valid concept. Thus,
the FT should be considered as an additional tool to the
orthopaedic examination in dogs. Further large-scale studies
are necessary to evaluate the reliability of this test.

Conflict of Interest
None.
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